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The developer of video wall management software, VuWall jumps into the meeting room with
the launch of CoScape, a wireless
presentation system designed for meeting rooms.

  

CoScape allows easy collaboration and sharing of computer content on a video wall, a large
monitor or a projector-- whatever device you customers are using, be it a laptop, a smartphone
or a tablet.

  

With CoScape, there are no cables cluttering the meeting room table and no training is required
to understand how it works. Just plug and go.

      

The user who wants to give a presentation enters the meeting room with the presentation on,
for one example, a laptop. They connect your laptop to the WIFI network of the room. Insert a
CoScape USB key in your own device (laptop in this example). And the content from the laptop
appears on the video wall (or projection screen)

  

Any other person in the room can connect his or her laptop or mobile device to the WIFI of the
room, then insert another CoScape USB key and join the screen – just like you, as the first
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presenter, did seconds or minutes before. The same scenario repeats itself as many times as
you want.

  

As Paul Vander Plaetse, President of VuWall adds, “The number of participants and the number
of simultaneous windows on the wall, is only limited by the number of users who want to share
content.”

  

In other words, in no time, you can have x presentations on the screen and all presenters have
the ability to use the CoScape application to freely move each window around on the screen.
They can also close, reopen and swap windows with the goal to conduct the meeting in a
hassle-free cooperative way.

  

Go CoScape

  

Watch Video of VuWall CoScape
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http://vuwall.com/products/coscape/
https://youtu.be/FBH_X7n5byA

